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ABSTRACT
In this work, two type four element microstrips patch DGS (Defected Ground Structure) based MIMO
(Multiple Input Multiple Output) antennas have been proposed and presented. The objective is to design a DGS
based MIMO patch antenna module appropriate to reduce mutual coupling coefficients and enhance wide
bandwidth with low loss significance for many wireless device. The presented MIMO antennas have been
analysed designed simulated and investigated using EM (Electromagnetic) simulator and fabricated using FR-4
substrate. The type-I MIMO antenna radiates at 5.9GHz and its isolation -17.9dB with overall bandwidth
369MHz, and mutual coupling coefficient (MCC) it reaches about -23.9dB. Type-II MIMO antennas radiate at
5.9GHz and its isolation -20.15dB with overall bandwidth 398MHz, and MCC it reaches about -23.38dB.
Measured results are in good agreement with simulations. The proposed two MIMO antennas are compact size,
wide bandwidth, moderate gain, good efficiency and high port-to-port isolation.
Keywords: Microstrip patch antenna, MIMO, DGS, MCC.

I. INTRODUCTION

low mutual coupling coefficient [2]. Numerous
techniques had proposed to reduction of mutual

Ever-growing number of wireless mobile devices and

coupling and enhancing isolation between the

the demand for high data rate is met without

elements of an MIMO antenna because MIMO

increasing energy consumption and emission power

antenna system requires high isolation and low MCC.

for that, the solution currently put forward by the

The function of MIMO antenna depends on the

experts is MIMO. The Multiple-Input-Multiple-

inter-element spacing, aperture area, radiation

Output (MIMO) technique has been widely used in

pattern of single antenna element, array geometry

wireless mobile and communication systems, in

and

particular, 4G and 5G portable devices, to increase

designing MIMO antenna over wide bandwidth,

channel capacity, provide high data rate, and

high isolation and low MCC is challenging tasks due

improve signal quality in fading environment [1–

to the tradeoff between inter-element spacing. Larger

5].In communication theory, MIMO refers to radio

inter-element spacing results of lower mutual

links with multiple antennas at the transmitter and

coupling, but the size of the antenna becomes large

the receiver side. In the multifunctional wireless

which is not suitable for compacts systems. Decrease

communication application, MIMO antenna system

in inter element spacing makes an antenna system
compact but increases mutual coupling due to

should have compact structure and high isolation and

number

of

antenna
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elements.

However,
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increase in surface wave coupling between the
elements [3-5].
In this paper, we proposed DGS based two type four
elements MIMO antennas to improve impedance
bandwidth, isolation and low MCC between the
antennas. By properly incorporating slots to the
patch, and ground plane is a defected ground

Figure-1 Simulated Type-I MIMO Antenna

structure (DGS) having a number of complimentary
octagonal split ring DGS slots (COSRDGSS) windows
are arranged in H shape under the patch of the
proposed MIMO antennas. Section two presents a
detailed design and structure of the proposed two
type four element MIMO antennas and section three
presents the antennas simulated and fabricated
results and section four is concluding the proposed

Figure-2 Fabricated Type-I MIMO Antenna

MIMO antennas.

II. MIMO ANTENNA DESIGN AND
STRUCTURE
The proposed MIMO antenna design is composed of
a four microstrip patch antenna elements. These

Figure-3The unit cell COSRDGSS structure

patch antennas are mounted on a FR4 substrate (εr =
Patch and substrate dimensions (Lp =11.35mm, Wp =

The type-II proposed MIMO antenna is a modified
type-I MIMO antenna. Simulated and fabricated

15.25mm, Lf=6.15mm, Wf=3.05mm, Lq=4.90mm,

type-II MIMO antenna is shown in figure 4 and

Wq=0.50mm&Ls=62.8mm, Ws=60.0mm). Figure-1

figure 5 respectively. It having each side one edge

and figure-2 shows a simulated and fabricated type-I

inset slot and dimensions of the slots have been

MIMO antenna. It consist of four symmetrical

investigated and optimized for specific application.

conventional square patch antennas having smallest
edge to edge separation of the four symmetrical

This edge inset slot adds a new set of key parameter
to enhance bandwidth and isolation. The ground

elements is

is the free space

plane is a defected ground structure (DGS) having

wavelength). The ground plane is a defected ground

COSRDGSs windows are arranged in H shape as like

structure (DGS) having a number of complimentary

type-I MIMO antenna.

4.4, loss tangent δ = 0.025, and height h = 1.6mm).

(where

octagon split ring DGS slots (COSRDGSS) windows
arranged in H shape.
The unit cell of the proposed COSRDGSS are shown
in figure-3 and unit cell dimensions (S1= 4mm,

S2=3.5mm, S3=2.8mm,
d=0.845mm&W=0.6mm,

S4=2.3mm,
L=10mm,

g=0.30mm,
W=10mm).

Dimensions of the unit cell investigated and
optimized for a specific application.
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Figure-4 Simulated Type-II MIMO Antenna
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antenna measured return loss results are in good
agreement with simulations.

Figure-5 Fabricated Type-II MIMO Antenna

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the proposed type-I MIMO antenna
and type-II MIMO antenna presented in the previous

Figure-7 Return loss of Type-II MIMO antenna

sections have been analysed, and investigated.
On other hand due to consequence of separation of
Figure-6 shows the return loss of type-I MIMO

inter elements in antenna in order to reducing

antenna. In the case of the type-I MIMO antenna it

mutual coupling effect. Due to placement of elements

is clear that, it shows the reflection coefficients S11,

in on substrate there is net flow of current may effect

S22 S33, and S44 is -17.9dB at 5.9GHz with a

on other element while one port is excited and other
ports terminated with the 50 Ω loads. Reducing

frequency bandwidth of 369MHz (C-frequency
band) and it supported data rate is 18.14Gbps as per
the Shannon channel capacity. Type-I MIMO

mutual coupling coefficients (MCC) and to design

antenna measured return loss results are in good

It having a number of complimentary octagonal split

agreement with simulations.

ring DGS (COSRDGS) windows arranged in H shape.

compact antenna introduced DGS on ground plane.

Figure-8 shows the mutual coupling coefficient
(MCC) of type-I MIMO antenna. MCC between
port1 and port 2 are -23.9dB at 5.9GHz resonating
frequency.

Figure-6 Return loss of type-I MIMO antenna
Figure-7 shows the return loss of type-II MIMO
antenna. In the case of the first MIMO antenna it is
clear that, it shows the reflection coefficients S11,
S22 S33, and S44 is -20.15dB at 5.9GHz with a

Figure-8 MCC of Type-I MIMO antenna

frequency bandwidth of 398MHz (C-frequency
band) and it supported data rate is 19.56Gbps as per

Figure-9 shows the mutual coupling coefficient

the Shannon channel capacity. Type-II MIMO

(MCC) of type-II MIMO antenna. MCC between
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port1 and port 2 are -23.78dB at 5.9GHz resonating

in figure-12 and type-II MIMO antennas shown in

frequency.

figure-13. Figure-14 shows current distribution of
type-I

MIMO

frequency.

antenna

Figure-15

at

5.9GHz

illustrates

the

resonating
current

distribution of type-II MIMO antenna at 5.9GHz
resonating frequency. Observing current distribution
of both type-I, type-II MIMO antenna, type-II
MIMO antenna has much stronger due to inset edge
slot along with DGS structure.

Figure-9 MCC of Type-II MIMO antenna
Figure 10 shows the total peak gain of the type-I
MIMO antenna is 4.69dBi and figure 11 shows the
total peak gain of type-II MIMO antenna is 4.44dBi.
Observing both type-I and type-II MIMO antenna
total peak gain, due to edge slot on type-II MIMO
antenna has reduced little peak gain as compared to
type-I MIMO antenna.

Figure-12 Radiation Pattern of Type-I MIMO
antenna

Figure-10 Peak Gain of Type-I MIMO antenna
Figure-13 Radiation Pattern of Type-II MIMO
antenna

Figure-11 Peak Gain of Type-II MIMO antenna
The radiation patterns in E-H planes (y-z and x-z
planes) of the proposed type-I MIMO antenna shown
Volume 3, Issue 5, May-June-2018| http://ijsrcseit.com

Figure-14 Surface Current of Type-I MIMO antenna
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Table 1. Result Summaries
Parameters

Return Loss
Bandwidth
Data Rate
Mutual Coupling
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-17.9dB
369MHz
18.14Gbps
-23.9dB

Type-II
MIMO
Antenna
-20.15dB
398MHz
19.56Gbps
-23.78dB

Gain
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4.44dB
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